Let A be a finite-dimensional commutative semisimple algebra over a field k and let V be a finitely generated faithful ^-module. We study the action of the general linear group GLÁ{V) on the set of all /c-subspaces of V and show that, if the field k is infinite, there are infinitely many orbits as soon as A has dimension at least four. If A has dimension two or three, the number of orbits is finite and independent of the field; in each such case we completely classify the orbits by means of a certain number of integer parameters and determine the structure of the quotient poset obtained from the action of GL^K) on the poset of A:-sub-spaces of V .
Introduction
In [4] the second author examined the action on Grassmannians of a general linear group defined over an extension field of the base field. In the present paper we replace the extension field by a finite-dimensional commutative semisimple algebra with several simple components, i.e., we consider the action of products of general linear groups. Let us mention that corresponding situations can be investigated for other classical groups, for instance for symplectic groups [3] .
We now present our problem in more detail. Let A be a finite-dimensional commutative semisimple algebra over a field k and let F be a finitely generated ,4-module. We let [vt] k denote the set of /c-subspaces of V , partially ordered by inclusion, and consider the natural action of the group GLA(V) of ,4-linear automorphisms of V on [^]k-Our main result (Theorem 3.1) is, if k is an infinite field and F is a faithful /1-module, a necessary and sufficient condition for the quotient poset [^]k/GLA(V) to be finite is that dim^.^4 < 3. Apart from the trivial case A -k, this condition covers five possibilities: A -F, L, kxk, kxkxk, and F x k , where F and L are respectively a quadratic and a cubic extension field of k . The cases A -F or L were treated in [4] and we treat the remaining ones here. In each individual case we show that the quotient poset itself is independent of the particular fields chosen (with one exception for the case A = k xkxk and k is the field with two elements). In group theoretic language, we determine the finiteness of the double coset spaces P\GLk(V)/ GLA(V) with P a maximal parabolic subgroup of GLJt(F) when dim^ A < 3 and get bounds on their cardinalities.
The following table gives, for all A with dim^. A < 3, the number of parameters necessary to describe the quotient poset [\] ,/GL^(F), as well as its asymptotic size for the case of V a free ,4-module of rank n . When k is a finite field, one can also compute the size of each orbit for the action of GL^(F) on [^] k and obtain as a consequence some new ^-series identities. This was done in [4] in the context of cubic field extensions, where the author obtained new #-analogues of transformation and evaluation formulas for hypergeometric series due to Gessel and Stanton [2] . We will postpone these combinatorial applications in our situation to a later paper.
We should also point out that this work has an important application to the theory of automorphic forms (see for example [1] ). Indeed, whenever one has an embedding G -> G' of reductive groups over a global field, one can consider the Rankin integral of cuspforms of G against the pullback of an Eisenstein series on G' and hope to get an integral representation of some L-functions associated with those cuspforms. This naturally leads to a consideration of double cosets P'\G'/G with P' parabolic subgroup of G', which is the subject of the present paper.
The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries in §2, we state the main problem in §3. § §4 to 6 are respectively devoted to the cases Ak x k, A = k x k x k, and A = F x k .
Preliminaries
We will use the following general notation. The group of units of a ring R is written Rx . The set of submodules of an i?-module U is written [*i]R, and the submodule of U generated by a set S is written RS, or {vx, ... ,vn)R if S = {vx, ... ,vn}. If R is a field, we write [U¡]R for the set of subspaces of U of dimension / over R . Finally, N is the set of nonnegative integers, and the set-theoretic difference of two sets S and T will be written S -T.
Let k be a field. In this section, we recall and state (mostly without proofs) facts about commutative artinian semisimple algebras over k and modules over them, introducing several definitions and notations along the way. Any such algebra is isomorphic to an algebra A = kx x ■ ■ ■ x km for some integer m, where each k¡ is an extension field of k. The primitive idempotents of A are the elements et. = (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) with the 1 in the z'th position (i = I, ... , m); they satisfy ex-\-Yem = 1, e2 = ei, and e^j -0 for i # j. This notation will remain fixed throughout the paper.
Let F be a module over A, which can also be viewed as a vector space over k by restriction of scalars. Each e¡V is a submodule of V and V = ex V ® ■ ■ ■ ® em V ; moreover, each ei V may be viewed as a vector space over kj S A/ann{et) = etA. If V is another ^-module, any T e Hom^(F, V1) is completely determined by its restrictions T\eV e Homk(eiV, e¡V') (i = \, ... , m). Thus, if i?-mod denotes the category of (left) i?-modules, the categories A-mod and /c,-mod x • • • x km-mod are equivalent. This equivalence of categories is the key to many of the results listed below.
Define the dimension vector of V to be the w-tuple dim^ V = (dimfci exV,... , dim^ em V).
In case m = 2 or 3, we will talk about the bidimension or tridimension of V . Also, call dim^ V finite when all its components are finite. 
The main problem
We now assume A = kx x • ■ • x km is finite dimensional over k , that is, each kjk is a finite extension, and let V be a finitely generated ^-module. Viewing V as a vector space over k by restriction of scalars, we have the set [ \ ] k of &-subspaces of V , partially ordered by inclusion. In general, given a poset J2 of finite height and a group G acting on â° by poset automorphisms, we can define the quotient poset ¿P /G to be the set of orbits for the action of G on 3° , with the order relation defined by <fx < <f2 if there exists x e (f x, y e cf2 such that x < y in & . In our situation, the general linear group GL^ into GL(«, k).
Our main result is the following: Theorem 3.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional commutative semisimple algebra over an infinite field k and let V be a faithful finitely generated A-module.
Then the quotient poset [^]k/ GL^(K) is finite if and only if dim^. A < 3.
Proof. The case of A an extension field of k is considered in [4] . In § §4 to 6, we show the finiteness of the quotient poset when dim^ A < 3. Assume now that dim^ A > 4 with A = kx x ■ ■ ■ x km, m > 2. To prove that the quotient poset is infinite, we may restrict our attention to the case V free of rank 1 . We will show that the action of GLA{A) = Ax on [2] In case (i), the subspaces (ex +e2 + e3, e4 + e2 + ae3)k (a ekx) are in different orbits as a varies over kx . Incase (ii), if 1 and a are /c-independent elements in kx, then (ex + e2 + e3, aex + ae2)k (a e kx) are in different orbits. In case (iii), consider (aex + aex +e2, ßex)k [a e kx) for any fixed /c-independent set {1, a, ß} in kx . We will supply details only in the remaining case (iv).
For this last case, suppose kx = k(a) and k2 = k(ß) with a = fxa + f2 and ß2 = S\ß + S2 (f\ > f2 > S\ > S2 € fc) • We will show that for any distinct a, b e k satisfying a + b + gx -fx ^ 0, the subspaces (ex + e2, aex + (ß + a)e2)k and (ex + e2, aex + (ß + b)e2)k are in different orbits. Suppose not. Then we can find kx ekx , k2ek2 , p, q not both zero in k , and r, s not both zero in k such that
By comparing the coefficients of ex and e2 in (1), we obtain ■ kx=p + qa, k2=p + q(ß + b), (2) i akx = r + sa,
. {ß + a)k2 = r + s{ß + b).
Eliminating kx and k2 in (2), using a = fxa + f2, ß = gxß + g2, and comparing the coefficients of 1, a, ß , one derives The fact that the quotient poset is rank-symmetric if it is finite is also contained in the following result. Recall that a finite ranked poset is called Peck if it is rank-symmetric, rank-unimodal, and strongly Sperner (see [5] ). In this section A is the algebra hi:
and V is an ^-module of finite bidimension (nx, n2). We begin with the result announced in the remark following Proposition 2.4. In particular,
Conversely, given any nonnegative integers mx,m2,t satisfying (2), there exists a subspace IF e [v"]k of type (mx, m2, t), namely the subspace W given by (1) in Theorem 4.2 for any particular choice of ^-independent vectors «¡V..,««;*«,...,*« ine,F(/=l,2). Proof. We have already noticed that the type of a subspace is invariant under the action of GL^(F). Conversely, if W and w' are two fc-subspaces of V of the same type, both subspaces can be written in the same standard form given in Theorem 4.2 with respect to suitable bases Bx and B\ of ex V and B2 and B2 of e2V over k. The /i-automorphism of V that sends the bases Bx and B2 to B'x and B2 respectively will map W onto IF'. D
We now have a one-to-one correspondence between the set {{mx, m2, t) e N3 | mi + t < n{;, i = 1, 2} and the set of orbits for the action of GL^(F) on [vt]k-It is readily established that, for triples (mx, m2,t) and (m\ , m'2, t') e N3 satisfying (2), there exist subspaces W, W' e [v^]k with type(IF) = (m,, m2, t), type(IF') = (m'x, m'2, t'), and W < W' if and only if the following four inequalities hold:
m■ + t < m\ + t (i = 1, 2).
We are now in a position to state the main theorem of this section. with the order relation between triples given by (3).
Next, we state additional information that we have gathered about the poset ¿Pn n . The situation being symmetric in «, and «2, we shall now assume nx < n2. From §3, we already know that ¿Pn n is ranked and Peck. It has '2 height nx+n2, with minimum element (0,0,0), maximum element (nx, n2,0), and the rank of a triple (mx ,m2,t) equal to mx+m2 + t. It is not a lattice in general; for instance, the two triples (1, 2, 0) and ( 1, 1, 1 ) of rank 3 both cover the two triples (1, 1, 0) and (0, 1, 1) of rank 2. If 3°f)n denotes the i/th level of the poset, then
The cardinality of the poset is given by l^1,"2l-6("1 + l)(»1+2)(3«2-«1 + 3).
We have the following rational generating function:
Esj?\d) n. n, a K ,n,x y <¡ = "2 > * (í-iKi-yKi-^Ki-Mi-^)'
Putting q = 1 gives the special case Z-í \"^n.,nJx y = T. 7TT. 717. 7-nX>o (l-x) (l-y) (l-xy) 5 . The case A = k x k x k
In this section A is the algebra k x k x k and V is an ,4-module of finite tridimension (nx, n2, n3). Throughout this section {i,j,l} will always indicate a permutation of {1, 2, 3} . It will sometimes be convenient to use the following alternative notation for the type of a subspace. We introduce independent indeterminates Mx, M2, M3, R, Sx, S2, S3, T and encode the type (mx, m2, m3\ r; sx, s2, s3; t) of a subspace by the monomial M^M^M^R'S^S^S^T', omitting the exponents equal to 1 and the variables whose exponent is 0. , dimfc eW resp., if type(IF) = (mx, m2, m3; r; sx, s2, s3; t). The sufficiency of these 18 inequalities is a rather laborious checking which we will omit. D Remark. If k is the field F2, the poset &n n n is (isomorphic to) a refinement (see [6] for terminology) of the quotient poset [^]k/GLA(V). We still have the one-to-one correspondence between [^]k/GLA(V) and &n n n as sets and the 18 inequalities are still necessary conditions for the order relation in the quotient poset; but they are not sufficient. In particular, in &n n we have T < R; but it is easily checked that the corresponding relation is not true in [^]k/ GLA{V): there is no subspace of F of type R containing a subspace of type T. One thing that does not change, however, is the size of the levels of the quotient poset, which corresponds to the size of some double coset spaces as we saw in §3.
Next follows additional information about the poset ¿P . It is ranked and Peck, of height nx+n2 + n3, with minimum element 0 , maximum element Mx' M22M33, and the rank of an 8-tuple (mx , m2, m3 ; r ; sx, s2, s3 ; t) equal to mx + m2 + m3 + 2r + sx + s2+ s3 + t. It is not a lattice: the two elements MXSX and R of rank 2 both cover the two elements Sx and T of rank 1. If _ _1_
We now briefly sketch how to obtain the cardinality of ¿Pn n n, corresponding to the case V free of rank n , from (2) . Representing the RHS of (2) After a change of variables c, = ¿>2 + b3, c2 -bx + b3, c3 = bx + b2, one sees that
where the conditions on the parameters are {0 < a,, a2, a3 < p, ax + a2 + a3 = p (mod 2), ai + üj <a¡+p ({i, j, 1} permutation of {1, 2, 3}).
Using symmetry and inclusion-exclusion, we may write
A case-by-case computation of /,, I2,13 according to the parity of p, ax, a2, a3 yields the following 
The case A = F x k
In this section A -F xk, where .F/fc is a quadratic field extension, and F is an ^-module of finite bidimension (nx, n2). We fix an element n e F such that F = &(?/).
We first collect the following facts (see for example [4] ) about subspaces of a vector space over a quadratic field extension, which we will freely use below. Proof, (i) is clear.
To prove (ii) we first show that Y < A, ( IF). Let 0 ^ y e Y. We can write y = kx for some k e F and x € A,(IF).
We claim that k e k. Otherwise, the fact that x € ex W and kx = y e ex W implies that x e compf ex W n FA,(IF) = X, and hence y e X, which is a contradiction. «,^>o (1-x,) (l-x2) (1-x,x2) (l-x,x2)
From this last generating function, one obtains the cardinality of £Pn n corresponding to the case V free of rank n :
\& I m(P + l)(P + 2)(68pH + 408p + 835p + 669p + 180) for n = 2p I ^p(p+l)2(p + 2)(nP2 + 34p + 9) forn = 2p-l.
In particular, \¿Pn J ~ ^mn as n ~~+ °° • A^so' l^,,"2l = 3SöK + l)s(3«2 -2", + 3) if «2 > 2«,.
We could also give formulas for the cases nx < n2<2nx and n2< nx, but the results do not factor nicely.
